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Abstract

The contributions and discussions on the session "Present Status and Future Perspec-
tives in the Experimental Activities" are summarized. In this session the points of
convergence and the complementarity for the study of "Few Body Systems" with strong
and electromagnetic probes were apparent. This aspect is emphasized.

I. Introduction

Today "Few Body Systems" are few nucléon systems as well as few quark systems.
For the experimental investigation of these systems one needs either the spatial resolu-
tion to ''see" the constituents and then conclude on their interactions, or one provides
precision and uses models of the constituents and their interactions in order to under-
stand the data. The first approach needs high energies and moderate beam qualities,
whereas the second requires lower energies, but with beams of high intensity and small
phase space.

At the Elba Conference examples of the second approach were presented, which
can be separated into two domains. The first is the domain of the strongly interacting
probes like protons, pions, kaons etc... and the second one that of electrons. Whereas
for the strongly interacting probes powerful and productive facilities exist like PSI,
SATURNE, TRIUMF, LEAR, etc. , the field of electron physics is hampered by the
lack of state of the art accelerators. After the phasing out of the Linacs with low
duty cycle, it took many years to plan and get approval for good new facilities. The
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field is, therefore, characterized by a rather uneven development. This was particularly
apparent at Elba : the strong interaction facilities could show nice new results, whereas
the electron community was presenting its facilities under construction, planned or
dreamt of. However, it became also clear that results with the electron probe, once
they will be available, may offer a new insight due to the easier interpretability of the
electromagnetic interaction.

II. Few Body Physics with hadronic probes

At the Elba Conference overviews of few body physics done at 3 major hadronic
facilities were presented : TRIUMF, SATURNE and IUCF.

TRIUMF is one of the meson factories built in the 70's to produce intense secondary
beams of unstable particles, essentially pions and muons, the other two being LAMPF
at Los Alamos and PSI at Villigen. After some 20 years of existence these facilities are
looking for a second breath, the so-called kaon factories concept which would produce
copious beams of strange mesons. Such a facility, the "KAON" factory project in
Vancouver, was presented at Elba.

Strangeness is no stranger for SATURNE which, with its energy of 3 GeV, allows
a copious production of mesons heavier than the pion. Especially spectacular is the
production of eta mesons which has gained for SATURNE the nickname of "eta-factory".
A lot of few-body experiments involve eta and heavier meson production.

IUCF represents a new type of facility betting on the very good beam qualities
allowed by electron cooling. Other such facilities are in construction (COSY at Julich)
or near completion (CELSIUS at Uppsala). IUCF energy is limited to 400 MeV giving
access to pion production at or just above threshold. Obviously it would be desirable
to have the same beam qualities at much higher energies and a proposal for a 15 GeV
Cooler Ring (LISS) at IUCF was presented to us.

H.I. TRIUMF

Elastic NN interaction

Few-body physics at hadron factories start usually with the Nucleon-Nucleon (JVJV)
interaction. All intermediate energy accelerators have a strong NN program starting
with the proton-proton (pp) interaction, due to an easier handling of proton beams
and targets, then moving to neutron-proton after production of neutron beams (the
neutron-neutron interaction is identical to pp by charge symmetry, except for Coulomb
effects which are important only at low energies).

These programs are more than often criticized for being "systematics physics", but
they study the building blocks of the nuclear interaction and that should be enough to



justify them. When reading the innumerable papers in which e.g. the Paris potential (or

Bonn or others) are used to calculate a variety of nuclear phenomena, one easily forgets

that the validity of these models could only be ascertained by painstaking experimental

studies using all resources of spin physics and subsequent phase-shift analyses.

After a few years of thorough investigation of the elastic interaction, NN studies

at intermediate energies have now moved to extensive studies of inelastic channels (as

we will see from results obtained at TRIUMF and SATURNE). There are still some

interesting problems in the elastic channel but they now require a very high precision

as it will shown from data from IUCF.

N N —• ltd. This system is the best studied of the inelastic channels due to its experi-

mental simplicity. In most cases experiments were done in the pp —* nd direction using

polarized proton beams interacting with (un)-polarized proton targets. The wealth of

data obtained in this way does not allow an unambiguous amplitude analysis as long as

the polarization of the recoiling deuteron or some polarization transfer to the deuteron

spin has not been measured. By using the inverse reaction ird —y pp where pions

scatter a polarized deuteron target a TRIUMF team (Feltharn et al.) has measured the

spin transfer coefficients KNN, KSL and KSS where N, S and L stand for the spin

direction compared to the beam direction (N — orthogonal to the scattering plane,

S = sideways, L = longitudinal). As shown in fig. 1, the results of KSL and KSs

vindicate, without being fit perfectly, the Fadeev calculations of Blankleider against a

more simplified isobar model by Niskanen.
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The pp —* nd reaction is dominated, over a large energy span, by A-isobars in
intermediate states. These isobars can only be produced by P—wave irN interactions.
On the contrary, very near threshold, the interaction must be dominated by S—waves
which are masked by the strong P—waves at higher energies. A very careful np —> dit"
experiment (Hutcheon et al.) has allowed to determine the ratio A?/AQ which measures
the departure from S—waves to P-waves as a function of the pion cm. momentum n
(in units of mvc), see fig. 2.
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Fig. 2

NN —* NNir. Single pion production in NN interactions depend on 3 elementary
cross-sections : un, <7io and ooi, where the first and second indices refer respectively
to the isospin of the NN pair in the initial and final channel. Most data come from the
PP —• pmr+ reaction whose cross-section is (aï0 + On) dominated by the A+ + / = 1
channel in the initial state. The other reactions are complementary : np —* ppir~
is proportional to \(oo\ + (Tu) and then it gives access to the small / = 0, non A-
dominated channel. Combined with pp —* ppir0 which is pure a\ \, it allows to single
out ffoi-

Total and differential pp —• pp7r° cross-sections and analyzing powers have been
measured for the first time in the energy range 320-500 MeV, showing large negative
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analyzing powers (Stanislaus et al.). Total cross-sections have also been measured at
SATURNE with the SPES 0 spectrometer (Didelez et al.) just above TRIUMF energies,
from 480 MeV to 560 MeV and the small crOi cross-section, could be extracted (fig. 3).
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The np —y ppn reaction has also been studied extensively at SATURNE up to
1134 MeV, close to the maximum energy (1150 MeV) of the free polarized neutron
beam, using the Arcole detector (Y. Terrien et al.).

Polarized 3He. A laser-pumped 3He gas target with polarization 50-70 % over a vol-
ume of 35 cm3 has been developed at TRIUMF (Hausser et al.). Different experiments
have been done in the elastic channel with incident protons and Tr+ beams and in the
break-up channels 3He(p, 2p) and 3He(p, np) at energies ranging from 200 to 500 MeV.

The break-up (p, 2p) channel is well fitted by PWIA calculations (Woloshin), see
the spin correlation parameter 4̂nn in fig- 4. The agreement with the (p,pn) reaction
is less outstanding (the shape of Ann as a function of q is correctly predicted but the
absolute value is too high and at the upper limit of the experimental error bars) but the
calculations can be easily improved to get the correct normalization. A good agreement
both with (p,2p) and (p,pn) would give some confidence in the use of polarized 3He as
a quasi-free polarized neutron target.

n.2. SATURNE

SATURNE 2 is a strong focussing synchrotron built in 1974-78 and reaching 3
GeV. It holds a world record for the intensity of polarized protons accelerated in a
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synchrotron (up to 3 x 1011 per second and a polarization of 80-90 % ). It is also the
only synchrotron accelerating polarized deuterons up to 2.3 GeV.

Although the meson factories are all dominated by the excitation of the A(3/2, 3/2)
in the intermediate states, the following baryonic excitations are also of particular in-
terest at SATURNE :

P n (1440), Jp = 1/2+
Sn(1535), Jp = 1/2"
Pn(HlO), Jp = 1/2+

Roper Resonance. The P\!(1440) or Roper resonance is supposed to be the first
radial excitation (breathing mode) of the nucléon whose quantum numbers it holds.
Its mass and width are intimately related to the compressibility of the nucléon. This
compressibility arises from the fact that a nucléon is a composite object made of 3
quarks surrounded by a meson cloud whose thickness (0.5 fm) is about the same as the
quark core (0.5 fm).

The Roper resonance has been excited in a very elegant experiment whose idea
is simple. Since the breathing mode is a AL — AT = 0 excitation, then it should
be preferentially excited by a high energy L = T = O particle, namely the a-particle.
Monopole excitation are strongly forward peaked and one key to the success of the
experiment was the ability to reach angles close to zero degree. Finally by using the
inverse kinematics, that is by sending a beam of a-particles onto a hydrogen target one
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can clearly separate the projectile and target excitations as shown in the spectrum of
fig. 5. The angular distribution (fig. 6) has an unmistakable forward peaked monopole
signature.
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S1x and P1 1 resonances. They have very peculiar decay modes with strong Nr]
branching ratios :

Sn —• 3 5 - 5 0 % Nn
45 - 55 % Nr)

10 - 20 %
25%
15%

Nw
Nr1

NK

They are then large sources of 77-mesons or conversely, by studying 77-production in
nuclear reactions one can deduce properties of these baryonic resonances in the vacuum
(production in elementary processes) or in medium.

PP —y PPV '• Existing data on this elementary channel are very scarce. New data have
been taken with the SPES 3 spectrometer between 1256 and 1450 MeV. A spectrum is
shown in fig. 7. Final analysis of the data is in progress but they already indicate that
p-exchange plays a dominant role in the Sn excitation (Germond and Wilkin).
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pd —* 3MeTf : This reaction is the source of a spectacular production of 77-mesons (up
to 105 per second). The region around the u> and above has been studied recently in
more details showing a clear excitation of the w, rf and (f> and the indication of structures
at the K+K~ and A'oA'o thresholds (fig. 8).

pp —> KYN : Strangeness production at intermediate energies is a new avenue which
has been opened recently with the availability of SATURNE higher energies and good
energy resolution. Studies of hypernuclei have been developed at different accelerators
(CERN, KEK, BNL) but the data on elementary production date from the early sixties
and they are very poor. Data on pp —* NK+Y where Y is either a A° or a S have
been obtained at SATURNE with the SPES 4 spectrometer (R. Frascaria et al.). The
data (fig. 9) indicate a good agreement with calculations by J.M. Laget which take into
account both 7T- and A'-exchange. Angular distribution have also been obtained.

The next step is to use a 4TT—detector to study spin effects (either in the initial
state by using polarized protons or in the final state by measuring the polarization of
the A or the S through their decay products). Such possibility (exp proposal 241 by
D. L'Hôte et al.) would use the Arcole detector combined with an improved forward
wall. Another collaboration will use a C-type magnet from CERN (exp prop. 213 by
R. Bertini et al).
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n.4. IUCF

The IUCF Cooler Ring represents a new type of accelerator which benefits from
novel features not readily available at existing facilities :

— extremely good momentum resolution
— small beam size (~ 0.2 mm)

— small beam divergence (2 mrad)

— variable time structure (~ CW down to 0.5 ns pulses)
— high current (< 10 m A)
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- thin targets (1 to 100 mg x cm 2 ) .

These qualities have to be paid for by a limited luminosity (£ 1032 cm"2 s""1) com-

pared to solid targets with high intensity external beam and the filHng time may become

not negligible (~ 100 ms for 109 particles, a second or more for higher intensities) when

operating in the extracted beam mode.

The Cooler Ring is shown in fig. 10 with its present experimental facilities and

electron cooling.
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Few body experiments include the study of proton-proton elastic scattering. Theory

and experiment have now reached in this channel a very high degree of accuracy as shown

in fig. 11 where very recent analyzing power data (K. Pitts et al.) which extend down

to 0cm = 5° 8L £ 2°) are compared with potential model calculations and phase shift

analysis.

The pp —* ppir° reaction has also been studied with great precision. The data

(Sg. 12) demonstrate the superiority of this type of Cooler for excitation functions just

above threshold.

Other reactions include the study of pp —> nd, pp —> pnn+, pd —>3He7Tc,

pd —> t7T+ but data axe still being processed.

IUCF is now planning test experiments with a. 2.2 MeV e~cooling beam to show

that the concept of a Cooler synchrotron could work at higher energies, since technolog-
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ical problems will be hard to overcome (cooling a 15 GeV proton beam would require

IA of electrons at 8 MeV). Luminosities of 1032 Cm - 2S - 1 for pp scattering with polar-
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ized beam and jet target and up to 1033 with an unpolarized hydrogen target could be

obtained. This project named LISS (for Light Ion Spin Synchrotron) could be finished

by 1998 if funded rapidly.
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III. Few Body Systems with the Electromagnetic Probe

As outlined in the introduction, this field is hoping for the new facilities under
construction with will be all characterized by 100 % duty cycle. Even those who have
already started, like the stretcher ring at Saskatchewan (at 300 MeV) or the Mainz
Microtron stage MAMI A (at 180 MeV), talked about the interesting possibilities of
their facilities in the future rather than their past results.

Three laboratories (BATES/MIT, NIKHEF and MAMI), which shall have an en-
ergy close to 1 GeV, discussed their program which has either started (MAMI) or will
start in the near future.

A special role will be played by CEBAF which should begin operation in 1994 with
an initial energy of 4 GeV. It will for the first time combine both high energy, i.e., good
spatial resolution, and precision.

The dream of the most ambitious facility of a European project with a continuous
electron beam beyond 15 GeV showed where one could go from today, provided a large
number of physicists decide to join their efforts towards its realization.
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111.1. Saskatchewan Accelerator Laboratory (SAL)
Pulse Stretcher Ring (PSR)

This facility is operational at 100 and 300 MeV. It has centered its program around
the few nucléon system giving emphasis to photon induced reactions and a photon
tagger has been successfully tested. 24 experiments have been approved. They include
elastic photon scattering from 2H, 4He and 12C in the A region, three body effects in
the reaction 3He(7,pp)n and an investigation of 4He(7, dd). This program will be a nice
continuation of that one which begun at MAMI A.

111.2. Mainz Microtron MAMI B

This facility is the first one operating at about 1 GeV with 100 % duty cycle.
Since its first, beam in 1990 it has started with experiments using tagged photons.
The 3-spectrometer facility and the polarized electron facility are close to becoming
operational.

In the spirit of the introduction all proposed experiments at MAMI concern "few
body systems" and the reader is addressed to the more detailed description in these
proceedings. However, three examples which show the possibility to investigate the
borderline between the baryon/meson and the quark/gluon models shall be mentioned.
The first example is the study of the form factors of nucléons bound in nuclear matter.
Due to a figure of merit about 100 times larger than achievable up to now very intriguing
polarization phenomena ( "swollen nucléon" ) can be separated from the masking effects
of final state interactions. A second example is the photo-production of n° and r/ mesons
at threshold, which may allow to better understand the excitation function behaviour of
these amplitudes. The last example is the scattering of polarized electrons from polar-
ized 3He. In a first step the electric form factor of the neutron will be determined with
the reaction 3He(C*, e'n)pp which is complement ai y to the d(e, en)p reaction. However,
in a second stage possibly three body forces will be accessible in e.g. 3He(ET1Pp)Ti with
a new sentivity.

III.3. The Amsterdam Pulse Stretcher AmPS

The beam of this facility will have very similar features at the MAMI beam. The
pulsed beam of the existing Linac will be stretched to 100 % duty cycle by means of a
stretcher/storage ring. This beam can be extracted and then be used in the well tried
two spectrometer set-up which will be extended with non-magnetic detectors. With
this equipment, high momentum components of nucléons in nuclei, medium effects on
bound nucléons and nucleon-nucleon correlations will be investigated. However, the
stretcher/storage ring will also be usable as a stored beam facility with internal targets.
By using gas jet targets or storage bottle targets this method opens a new dimension
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to take advantage of the additional sensitivity of polarized experiments. In particular,
it will be possible to use polarized protons and deuterons as targets which are not well
suitable with extracted beams. The main thrust of the planned physics will be, however,
few body systems with A < 4.

III.4. The Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility CEBAF

This facility is the most advanced and ambitious accelerator in the field of electro-
magnetic physics. It may be well the most powerful tool for nuclear physics existing
after its planned completion in 1994/95. It shall have the same beam quality as the
preceeding facilities, however, with an energy of 4 GeV and consequently a resolution
about five times better.

The experimental program in the non-strange sector is very similar to the Ams-
terdam and Mainz/program, however, the measurements will cover a much larger kine-
matical range and will be more significant. Additionally, the possibility to produce
open strangeness adds a new dimension and precise measurements of the badly known
strangeness production cross sections on nucléons and nuclei may be a key to under-
stand the "few quark system". The planned experiments are outlined in detail in a
contribution to these proceedings.

III.5. The Dream of a European Continuous Electron Beam Facility
with an Energy above 15 GeV

Clearly, in order to "see" quarks directly one needs energies high enough to reach
the scaling region, i.e. above about 15 GeV. This domain, together with the precision
attainable with 100 % duty cycle beams, would allow a qualitatively new test of QCD
at low and medium momentum transfer. It would allow to search in a convincing
and systematic manner for the (missing!) link between the baryon/meson and the
quark/gluon world, a realm frequently designated as "the confinement region". The
problem is that at very high and low energies no experiment is addressing this region
directly but needs models to extract some information. In contradiction at energies of
the order of 15 GeV definite handles have been proposed as for instance :

1) The nucleus as a detector for small, bare quark baryons (colour transparency)
and as a laboratory with size of the order of the range of hadronization (a few fermis).

2) Modifications of baryons and mesons induced by the nuclear binding (EMC-
effcct, structure functions at x > 1, semi inclusive deep inelastic scattering).

3) Form factors and resonances of free baryons (also B > 1) and mesons (spin
structure functions, weak form factors, structure functions of spin=l baryons like the
deuteron, etc.).
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The chances to realize such a machine depend on three prerequisites of very different
character :

(i) The finding of a technical solution which is affordable. Though it is possible to
build such a machine in principle, the cost of the proposed solutions are at the limits of
being realizable. It is adequate to mention that the same holds for detectors.

(ii) A scientific program has to be formulated that nuclear physicists and high en-
ergy physicists alike can accept and understand. This is not too surprisingly a language
problem because the proposed field is kind of "interdisciplinary".

(iii) A European community has to be formed.

IV. Conclusion

The field dealt with the few-body Conference in Elba is a frontier in physics. We
don't know whether QCD is the theory of strong interactions at low momentum trans-
fers. Since the smallest directly observable particles are baryons and mesons we have
to find a theory for their description. The facilities which have been discussed in this
summary will, most likely, give us the answer to this most important problem.
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